
ACCESIBILITY INFORMATION OF THE HOTEL 

 

Wheelchair in the hotel It can be difficult to move around with a wheelchair in the yard, because of the sudden changing 
weather conditions, the yard being bumpy and slippery. There is a marked accessible parking bay by the main building. 
You have access to the main building by a built-in ramp; width 30cm and length 650cm (width of the front door 87cm and 
doorsill 1cm, width of the vestibule door 94cm and doorsill 8,5cm), easy to move around on the 1st floor of the main 
building, and there is an accessible toilet.                                                                                                                                             
Rooms suitable, when using a wheelchair there are no accessible rooms                                                                                           
Ramp in the hotel not steep, built-in ramp to the main building.                                                                                                        
Public areas with no wheelchair access 2nd floor of the restaurant, stairs with several steps and the hut in the yard.                                                                                                                                                                                           

FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE DIFFERENT IGLOOTYPES 

• Prime Superior and Superior igloos 
Outdoor stairs: some igloos have one step and some 3 steps, with different height depending on the igloo                                                                                                                                             
Igloo-front door: width 80cm, doorsills with different heights, depending on the igloo 
Bathroom door: width 74cm                                                                                                                                                            
Wheelchair in the igloo: space to move around 
Wheelchair in the bathroom: space to move around 
Doorsill to the bathroom: none 
Shower cabin: height of edge around 17cm 
Hand shower yes 
Rain shower (non-moveable) yes 
 

• Suite igloos                                                                                                                                                                                 
Igloo front door: width 80cm, doorsills of different heights, depending on the igloo, around 5,5cm. 
Kitchen door:  width 71cm 
Bathroom door:  width 78cm, doorsill 0,5cm, entrance to shower corner width 79cm.      
Hand shower: yes   
Rain shower (non-movable):  yes                                                                                                                                                
Wheelchair in the igloo: space to move around  
Wheelchair in the bathroom: space to move around. 
Terrace door: width 70cm, doorsill 5,7cm 
Stairs to the jacuzzi: 2 steps, armrest, about 23,5cm/step 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
• Northern Lights house 

Stairs to the front door: 4 steps, 14cm/step 
Front door: width 80cm, doorsill 3cm 
Stairs in the hallway: 4 steps, 14cm/step 
Hallway door: 89cm, doorsill around 0,7cm 
Kitchen door: 95cm 
Toilet door: width 79cm, doorsill 3,5cm                                                                                                                                         
Bedroom 1 (Golden Suite): 
Door width 78cm, doorsill 2,5cm 
Bathroom door width: 71cm, doorsill 2,5cm 
Shower cabin edge 47cm   
Bedroom 2 (Lumberjack-suite): 
Door width 79cm, doorsill 3cm 
Toilet door width 68cm, doorsill 3cm, hand shower 
Wheelchair in the bedrooms: partly space to move around. 
Wheelchair in the living room; partly space to move around. 
Sauna door: width 80cm 
Bathroom door: width 77cm, doorsill 3,5cm 
Wheelchair in the bathroom:  space to move around. 
Hand shower: yes 
Rain shower (non- movable): yes 
Terrace door: width 77cm, doorsill 3cm 
Stairs to the jacuzzi: 2 steps, 23,5cm/step                                                                                                                                                      

 
 

Questions and further information:  sales@leviniglut.fi/+358 105730450 
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